In this paper we present an algorithm for multi-view object 
Introduction
Object recognition is a key step in achieving the ultimate goal of artificial intelligence, and becomes one of the areas that has been extensively studied. With the development of machine learning algorithms and the appearance of advanced vision features, the performance of the object detection and recognition as well as pose estimation have been greatly improved [3, 4, 6, 10, 11] . However, most of this task have been done in detecting the objects in a single image. Given multiple images of an object, researches have been focused on the relation between the multi-views [14] or on the feature distributions in multiple images [7] , such as modeling a panorama view of the object, and performing recognition on each image with information from different views. In addition, some studies explored models for 3D lo- calization and pose estimation across multi-view images. In [8, 13] , not only similar features in multiple images are considered helpful, the 3D relationship between the multi-view or multiple parts of one view are also taken into consideration. The multi-view models are linked by homography or affine transform, and therefore could be better aligned, resulting in an improvement in object recognition performance. With this 3D relationship, poses of the objects in the image can be also identified. Moreover, some work [15, 16] builds a full 3D model on multiple images using Structure from Motion method and relates testing images to this wellconstructed 3D model for object recognition.
However, there are more relations to make use of within object recognition. Imagine a robot wandering in a room, trying to recognize specific objects by continuously taking pictures -a standard problem in multi-view object recognition. We may have access to the image sequence containing multiple pictures of the same object, which serves as the basic information for a typical multi-view recognition task. Furthermore, the relative 3D positions and the actions of the robot are also available to the user. Having the 3D pose of the robot to the object at each image could certainly help us in object/pose recognition. Once we gain a high belief in classifying one image into a category and a pose, this image could be used as a reference, and the remaining undetermined images could be recognized by using the relative 3D pose of the robot to the reference image. For instance, the back view of a toaster is difficult to recognize even for human. But after moving 180 o around the object and see-ing the front view, both the object and the pose can be easily identified. From this front-view image, we can deduce that the previous image was the back of a toaster, as shown in Fig.1 In addition, human beings are, in fact, conducting an active search during the recognition process. After seeing an object from one view, we are unlikely to take the following images sequentially with a constant degree interval such as
. . , but are more likely to choose the next action based on the previous recognition results. After combining all of the views obtained in this way, we can make a better decision in both category and pose classification. Inspired by such process, our work is aimed to simulate this behavior by finding the optimal sequence and linking the recognition results of different views.
There is some related work in this area. One application is the Curious George [9] , a robot that explores its environment actively while identifying objects. Although the 3D environment is attentively searched in this work, the images are taken with fixed degree intervals and there is no feedback during the object recognition. In another study [1] , the authors introduced a measurement of similarity across the multiple images of one object, and selected the most dissimilar view in similarity and scale space to perform recognition. However the definition of similarity seemed limiting for object recognition, which could not ensure the selection of the optimal sequence. Therefore, with advanced machine learning algorithms, [12] used the reinforcement Q-learning technique to train optimal action for object recognition. But this approach requires an intensive training process with a special device to perform the learning, which may not be easily transferred to the robot recognition task.
In this paper, we introduce an active search algorithm for multi-view object and pose recognition. The problem can be divided into two phases. The first phase is object/pose recognition in a single image, which is a typical problem in computer vision. The second phase is actions training based on the previous views, and the recognition linking from different views. We use Histograms of Oriented Gradient and Support Vector Machine to model this single image recognition problem [3] , and use Adaboost to learn optimal actions. The paper will introduce the two steps sequentially. The first phase will be briefly described since it is a typical problem, while the the second phase will be discussed in more detail. Finally, experiments are conducted to evaluate its performance by using a 3D object dataset.
Dataset
One platform for active search in multi-view recognition would be a robot with controls to localize itself and a camera to take images within the unknown environment. To focus on the vision algorithm and make the results easily comparable, we use the UIUC Dataset of 3D object cate- gories database [13] to simulate the behavior of the robot. In this dataset, multiple views of an object and the view angles are available as partially shown in Fig.2 . For each object there are eight images with 45 degree intervals, and two to three variations in height and scale. The action of 'rotating the object for 45 o ' in 3D space could be easily achieved by accessing the next image in the object image sequence.
Recognition in a single image
We consider the multi-view recognition problem as a combination of several single-view recognition tasks. We build a model for each object at a certain angle, and the final multi-view recognition is done by linking the result of different single views. We use HOG [3] and SVM as the basic feature and classifier for single image classification, similar to the procedures conducted in [4] . HOG feature is useful in object recognition because such histograms largely maintain the shape of the objects and they are robust to some deformations of the objects in an image. However, with the UIUC 3D Dataset, different view points still impose large impact on the HOG feature. For example, a car from the back view and the side view are so different (shown in Fig.3 ) that if modeled together, the performance of the classifier could degrade dramatically. Therefore, we model an object at different views as a separate category. Although the complexity in learning and testing increases linearly to the number of the views, the recognition performance is greatly enhanced. Furthermore, modeling different views of the object will enable us to identify the pose of the object in the given image. We have eight models for one object and train the one vs. all Support Vector Machine [2] for object and pose classification, i.e. for each object at one specific view, we use samples with the same constraints as the positives, and samples of dif- ferent objects, or the same object at different views as the negatives, to build a binary classifier.
Learning of the optimal action sequence
Suppose we have m different categories of objects with n different views for each object. After the previous step we would have mn different SVM models all together, that is, mn hypotheses for each testing image. Given one testing image, only one among mn hypotheses is correct. Our framework is that we can control the robot to rotate a certain degree and get a new image to gain more information to verify the proposed hypothesis. Therefore, the problem switches to whether we can determine a set of efficient actions so that the true hypothesis would gain more beliefs, and the other mn − 1 false hypotheses would be rejected.
The idea of active search is trying to learn the optimal sequence given the previous images. If we consider the SVM result on each view as one classifier, we can combine the information from multi-views by assembling the SVM results of those different views. It is identical to combining various weak classifiers to form a strong classifier, which is the basic idea of boosting algorithm in machine learning. We choose to use the Adaboost algorithm to achieve this combination as well as the optimal sequence. Adaboost [5] is a machine learning algorithm that minimize the exponential loss error. Similar to the other boosting algorithms, it exhaustively searches the optimal weak classifier, usually a decision stump, for classification and combines weighted weak classifiers to form a strong classifer.
Training instance collection
In the following sections, for training and testing, one instance means a complete image sequence that contains n different views of one object. With fixed recognition models and classifiers, the action to take in the next step should be based on the previous actions and images that have already been acquired. In other words, the next image needed should be the image of a view angle that could most disambiguate the category/pose confusion from the previous images. From this principle, an optimal sequence can be obtained. To achieve that, we collect a set of training instances for learning actions only. After we perform the boosting algorithm on this training set, we can get a learned image sequence representing an optimal set of actions based on the previous images.
To simplify the problem, we focus on the case that for each instance, only one initial image is given. Each HOG/SVM is evaluated on this image, and then mn hypotheses are obtained, where only one hypothesis k is true. The next step has n − 1 choices. To form the positive instance, we put the following n−1 in the right order (increasing in every 45 o ) relative to the true hypothesis k. And the negative instances are the ones with the wrong initial images, either with the wrong object or the wrong initial view. However, the sequence following the initial image should be in the correct order, whether this instance is true positive or true negative, so that 'move to the next image' truly corresponds to the robot 'moving to the 45 o view point relative to its current view point'.
For 
Action sequence learning 4.2.1 Weak classifier
The boosting algorithm uses a combination of weak classifiers to form a strong one. In this paper we use the positive and negative decision stump of the SVM response on each image as the weak classifier. More specifically, we can have all the positives and negatives instances from the previous section piled into one M ×n matrix, where M is the number of positive and negative training instance, and n is the number of different views. Each row represents a different training instance, and each column means a 'moving 45 o ' action relative to its left column. Remembering each instance includes a set of images representing difference view angles, one image could be considered as a feature in identifying the initial hypothesis. We have mn hypothesis, and therefore mn SVM responses for one image, which is the belief margin of each hypothesis on this image. We make a positive or negative decision stump t on these SVM responses. Suppose we are trying to evaluate one hypothesis k for positive decision stump t. If the SVM response of hypothesis k on this image is greater than t, then we classify the instance as true for hypothesis k, otherwise it is false. Note that now each decision stump is performed only on one image in an instance, and an instance includes n different images.
Adaboost training
In the problem setting, the initial view is given without knowing its view point beforehand. Therefore, the task is to learn the best view based on the given initial view. Suppose we have M training instance i = 1, 2, . . . , M, for each training instance i we have a weight w i , and the weight is initialized identical for all of the instances, such as w i = 1/M . First we evaluate all the possible decision stump of the SVM response in the current view (refer to the 1st column in Fig.4(a) ), and choose the best one with the minimal training error (dashed line). We can think it is the j-th step where j = 1. Once a decision stump on one image is selected on the j-th step, we can calculate the weighted training error ε j :
where y i is the ground truth of the current hypothesis k, it is +1 if current hypothesis is correct for the image sequence, and −1 otherwise. We use x ij to denote the feature of image corresponding to j-th step in the i-th instance (i-th image sequence), and s ij as the SVM response of the feature x ij . Then h j (s ij ) is the prediction of the decision stump t on response s ij of the image x ij . We have:
where 1 and −1 means positive and negative prediction, respectively. Afterwards, we can compute the weight α j for current decision stump h j :
And the weight update is a key step to shift the focus of the combined classifiers to those 'hard instance' in the training process. The rule for updating the weight w i of each instance for the next step is:
where Z j is the normalized constant to ensure
All of the previous updating methods are visualized in Fig.4(b) .
After updating the weight, we are able to select the next optimal view. We again evaluate every the possible decision stump on all of views, and choose the best one that minimizes the weighted error. The view contains the best decision stump becomes the next optimal view based on the (j + 1)-th view, as shown in Fig.4(c) . Then we can update α j and weight w i for each instance, and select the (j + 2)-th optimal view iteratively. After obtaining all the views, the Adaboost algorithm can give a set of actions, i.e., the learned image sequence, that could optimally verify the hypothesis k, and in this way the optimal actions of hypothesis k is learned as shown in Fig.4 . In Fig.5 , an actual learned optimal sequence after boosting algorithm is shown based on a given initial image of an iron.
Testing
After the training step, for each hypothesis we have a classifier h, which includes a set of weak classifiers {h j } and their weights {α j }. The testing could be done as follows: For one hypothesis ( e.g. the given image sequence {x ij } should be
. .) and its classifier h, evaluate whether it is true (+1) or false (−1) for the given image. So given an initial image along with a hypothesis, each h performs as a lookup table, which composes of a sequence of learned viewing angles. And h j is identical to the positions it should move to at step j. Thus h represents the action that should be taken under current hypothesis. During the testing we follow the action from h j , which tells us where the next image should be taken. And the combined classifier is:
where x i represents one testing image sequence as {x ij }, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. And the same s ij is the SVM response of the HOG feature in image x ij . Note that the weak classifier is a simple decision stump of SVM response on mn hypotheses, it is possible to have multiple hypotheses become true for one image. To enforce the constraint that only one hypothesis can be true, we choose the one with maximum SVM response as the predicted hypothesis.
It is also possible to occur that the current prediction of the initial hypothesis to be false. There could be two strategies in the process of the active search to resolve the contradiction between the current predicted hypothesis and the initial hypothesis, as shown in Fig.6 . In this situation, one can start a new hypothesis that has the maximum belief based on the images obtained so far. And thus it forms a one vs. another classifier, which gives an exact prediction of the given image sequence. Another strategy is to continue verifying the initial hypothesis, i.e. continue to follow the steps in current classifier h = {h j }. Then h becomes a look-up table for the actions and the classifier perform a one vs. all binary classifier, which tells whether the initial hypothesis is true or false. In this paper we use the second strategy.
Experimental results
We use nine categories (car, toaster, cell phone, mouse, bicycle, iron, stapler, shoe, head) in the UIUC 3D object Figure 6 . There are two strategies during the active search when the current predicted hypothesis contradicts with the initial hypothesis. Currently we continue to verify the initial one and the final output is a one vs. all classifier.
dataset, and for each object there are eight different views. We use roughly 2000 images to train the SVM and HOG model for different categories, 2000 images as the positives to train the actions, and 3000 images as the positives for testing. During the testing phase we randomly choose twice as many negatives with wrong category or initial view. We try to identify the pose and the category of the testing instances. For a single image during the testing, the SVM response is evaluated from the learned model with the HOG feature of this image.
A baseline of random action is implemented for comparison: we randomly select the views, representing the random actions and forming an image sequence {x ij }. For each step j, we classify current image by the trained SVM classifier, and record the SVM responses s ij . We choose the maximum SVM response belief as the predicted hypothesis, i.e. max(s ij ), j = 1, 2, . . . , j current , which is widely adopted in robot and recognition applications [9] .
In this paper, two contributions are made: optimal action selection and the linking of recognition results from different views by Adaboost. To make a proper evaluation on these two contributions, we conduct three groups of experiments: (1) the baseline recognition method with randomly selected image sequence (Red line in Figs.7 and 8); (2) the baseline recognition method with the learned optimal image sequence (Green line); and (3) the proposed Adaboost algorithm for multi-view recognition with the learned sequence (Blue line).
We perform a one-vs-all classification in all of the three experiments, which means for an input image sequence {x ij }, we evaluate one hypothesis on it, and the result would be whether this hypothesis is true (+1) or not (−1). Therefore, the random chance would be 50%. Fig.7 shows the average category and pose recognition accuracy for the three experiments over nine categories. The performance of these three methods starts at the same level in the initial step since the same initial image is given. Comparing the red line(baseline recognition and the randomly selected sequence) and the green line(baseline recognition and learned sequence), one can find that the learned sequence gives improvements in the first few steps, because it selects the optimal views based on the given initial image, i.e., choose a better angle to take the next picture, which results in disambiguating the object/pose. In Fig.5 , the initial given view of an iron is the front view, which is hard to identify; but the learned sequence moves to the side view of the iron, and thus results in a better recognition accuracy.
However, when we continue to acquire more images, the performance of green line drops, which means the baseline recognition method become confused with the learned sequence after some steps. It is mainly because some quite confusing views are now obtained, such as the two side views of a car, which may lead to a misclassification with very high belief. Finally, the green line and red line meet when all the images in the sequence are obtained, because the recognition technique is the same, and after acquiring all the images they should result in the same accuracy.
The proposed Adaboost algorithm (blue line) have a significant boost in the process, and also results in a better performance when more images have been acquired. One advantage of the proposed method is that it learns the optimal action to take based on the previous results, so the recognition accuracy is increased more rapidly than randomly chosen actions. Another advantage is that during the boosting process, more information from the previous images is passed through the combination process. Assisted with the learned weights α i , the confusing angles are weighted less than the former confident ones, thus a better performance can be maintained even some confusing views are acquired.
In Fig.8 , we take a close look on experiment results of different categories including three categories: 'toaster', 'shoe', and 'iron'. For the first two categories, shown in Fig.8(a) and (b) , the learned sequence gives a clear enhancement to the recognition performance compared to the random sequence, and also the proposed algorithm outperforms the baseline algorithms. However, there is a case that the learned sequence cannot give a significant boost and the improvement is not stable, such as the category 'iron' shown in Fig8(c). One reason to explain this fact is that, the learned sequence is generated by the boosting algorithm, but recognition method is using the baseline, thus this combined one lacks the weighting process from the Adaboost algorithm. The learned sequence in this case only gives a better view selection. Although in many cases (such as (a) and (b) in Fig.8 ) the learned sequence gives an enhancement to the performance, it is not guaranteed, for it cannot weight the confusing views less to gain a higher and correct belief. However the proposed algorithm still outperforms the baseline when acquiring more images.
The evaluation of how fast the active search algorithm can identify the category and pose of the object is also conducted. We calculate the margin of the classification at each step, and stop acquiring new image if the belief margin exceeds 0.5. In Fig.9 the result shows that the proposed Adaboost algorithm uses fewer steps to achieve this belief margin (blue bar), and the learned sequence (green bar) has a better performance compared to the baseline (red bar) even with the baseline recognition method. Therefore, it is more efficient to use the learned action sequence for recognition.
Another interesting issue is what absolute view angles are taken by the algorithm. We present the histograms of the second selected view for two categories, car and toaster, in Fig.10 . With different initial steps, for category 'toaster' the picked second views are more uniformly distributed. In contrast, side views are preferred for the category 'car'. The reason is that comparing to the 'squarish' toaster, car has a more distinct view, and the algorithm is picking up these views at early steps regardless of the initial view. This also explains that a car requires fewer steps to identify than a toaster, as shown in Fig.9 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an algorithm to achieve active search in multi-view object and pose recognition problem. We use SVM with HOG features to build the basic clas- Figure 10 . The histograms of the second selected view for categories toaster (above) and car (below). Histograms have been normalized to sum to 1 sifier, and then propose an algorithm to learn the optimal action for recognition by using a boosting method. Result shows that our method has a better performance than randomly selected sequence in recognition accuracy. It is also more efficient that achieves high performance with fewer images.
One future work of the active search would be boosting in features. Currently the extra information gained across the multiple images is only limited to the responses of single classifiers. However, it is possible to build a part model of the object, which will enable us to pick up the most distinct part across the multi-views, and the recognition performance could be enhanced by acquiring new parts. Another extension of this work would be testing on real applications. When implemented on a robot or camera array, the active search space could be extended into scale and height besides the view angle, and the space is denser rather than sparse degree intervals such as 45 o conducted in this work. Combining tracking with recognition could also be an interesting direction for further investigation.
